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Featured Article
Business Leaders Should Invest in Employee Education
By Howard Lewinter

There is always much discussion surrounding education, beginning with preschool and spanning all the way
through the post-college years. And the question is always the same: How do we improve the quality of education
to better prepare everyone to find their talents and equip them with the knowledge to excel.? As a CEO, president
or business owner, candidates’ education levels are often a major consideration during the hiring process. But
education doesn’t stop with high school or college graduation; it requires an ongoing pursuit of excellence and
productivity at work.

Every employee you hire has a different educational experience and varied expectations regarding work, so
their motivations will differ as well. During the hiring process, consider how you would educate and motivate
each potential employee. Never assume an employee already knows all they need to know to do their job well.
Employees require education and training on company culture and expectations, including:
•
Origins of the company
•
Mission statement and reasons for being in business
•
Policies and procedures
•
Sales processes
•
Customer service
•
Marketing programs
•
Products and services
•
Any updates or changes in products, services, policies and processes
Put Yourself in their Shoes
When it comes to your workforce, one size does not fit all. That’s why investing in the education of your
employees pays off with long-term growth, success and profit. But it will require time, effort and thought on
Continued on page 4
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October

Upcoming
Training
& Events

1

Payroll Law 2018
Fred Pryor Seminars
Monday, Oct 1, 2018
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Best
Western Ramkota Hotel, Rapid
City, SD.

October

October

Payroll Law 2018
Fred Pryor Seminars
Tuesday, Oct 2, 2018
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Holiday Inn
Express, Casper, WY.

Women’s Business Conference
2018
Friday, Oct 19, 2018
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. The Lodge at
Deadwood, Deadwood, SD
andrea.bakeberg@bhsu.edu

19

2

November

13

Women in Networking
Tuesday, Nov 13, 2018
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
‘76 Room at the Spearfish Holiday
Inn
Register Here
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Continued from page 2

your part. Complete an overview of your employees, both individually and by department. Determine what role,
frequency and interaction you will have, whether directly or indirectly. Which employees can coach or mentor
others to maximize success?
Remember: It’s not just new employees who need the attention; it’s also those who have been with the company
for a while, perhaps even years. Everyone needs continued training and education to be productive, grow in their
roles and enjoy their work. Training and education will help with the retention of employees, reducing costs and
lowering turnover rates—all beneficial to the reputation of the company and its profits.
When deciding how best to educate your staff, ask yourself what skills they have and lack; what they need to
understand better; how you will involve everyone individually and as a team to improve their work; and how you
can achieve a better, more profitable company.
When you think about what every employee needs to be productive and successful, consider the individual, as
well as the job title and the experience they have. People don’t become dissatisfied with their jobs primarily
because of money. Though compensation definitely can play a role, it isn’t always the primary factor. Consider
the following employee desires:
•
To feel part of something
•
To contribute in a meaningful way and see the results of their work
•
To enjoy what they do and feel confident that they are doing a good job
•
To feel valued by their employer
When employees (and, therefore, the company) are doing well and meeting or exceeding profit goals, you will
be able to increase paychecks—a favorable outcome for everyone.
Be an Employee Educator
Successful business leaders are daily educators, leading by example from the moment they drive into the office
parking lot or project meeting location. As such, always encourage employees to further their business education,
which puts your company at the forefront of the industry, solidifies the company’s reputation and demonstrates
your committed investment to the professional development of your employees. Some other methods to further
education in the workplace include:
•
Post important information on centrally located bulletin boards
•
Send out a company newsletter
•
Engage in employee recognition
•
Offer online training courses
•
Purchase office subscriptions to trade publications
•
Attend motivational speeches
•
Encourage and attendance at outside seminars
•
Provide employees with relevant, best-selling or newly published materials
•
Fund continuing education scholarships
•
Take time during business hours to talk with employees about what they are working on and how they
feel their progress is going
As a business leader, the key is to be consistent, creative and willing to tailor your teaching methods to the
needs of your employees. For example, a salesperson may not need to understand or know the same things as a
construction worker. The administrative personnel in the front office may need information on how to improve
communication with the sales team or engineering department so that there is a better flow with reports.
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Be a Business Student
Though there are opportunities for entrepreneurial studies at a growing list of colleges, they alone cannot
fully prepare you for your role as a CEO, president or business owner. Being a student of business continues
throughout your life and career. If you are not continually learning to further benefit the company, then how can
you expect those who work with you to be open to learning? Operate under the belief that learning never stops,
in ways such as:
•
Holding seminars
•
Surrounding yourself with experts
•
Joining networking associations
•
Reading business and industry literature
•
Working with a mentor or consultant
•
Observing other companies and leaders you admire
•
Learning from mistakes by enacting plans/processes to avoid repetition
•
Working side-by-side with employees in each department
It’s important that, in addition to educating yourself and your employees, you are also always educating your
current and potential clients. Education is part of the ongoing sales, marketing and customer service cycle as
well.
Know That it’s Worth It
Making a commitment to be an educator in addition to the other hats you wear may seem overwhelming, and
you might think it takes up too much time. But leaders who make the commitment will see the decision pay off
in long-term success.
Every company is different, and your needs may not mirror your competitors’. It all starts with educating yourself,
which enables you and your staff to understand how to be successful. It’s important to gain the necessary
information to help not only your employees and clients, but also the company to be more profitable.
About the Author
Howard Lewinter is a business strategist and advisor to CEOs, presidents and business owners throughout
the United States. For more than 25 years, Lewinter has advised businesses from start-ups to privately held
corporations coast to coast. Businesspeople use Lewinter’s advice to solve problems—from daily decisions
to once-in-a-lifetime opportunities. He helps business owners define their personal management style, solve
business problems and issues, improve results and profits and experience less stress while achieving more
success. Visit talkbusinesswithhoward.com.
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Welcome New DBEs
The South Dakota Department of Transportation would like to welcome the following companies to the
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise program:

Precision Mechanical

Precision Mechanical has been providing Industrial, Commercial
and Residential heating, ventilation and air-conditioning design,
installation and service in and around the Rapid City area since
2006. The principle partners of Precision Mechanical have over
45 years of combined experience working in the HVAC industry.
Work has been performed both as a Subcontractor and as the
Prime Contractor for a vast array of projects varying both in size
and scope of work. The company was formed to take advantage
of each of the principle partners’ expertise within their respective field of work. Precision Mechanical strives to
maintain a reputation of providing professional installation and service of HVAC systems.
The company seeks to provide top quality products, service and installation in the most cost effective, timely,
safe and professional manner without sacrificing quality or customer satisfaction. Each contract is looked at not
as an agreement between a company and its client but, as partners trying to achieve a common goal.
Precision Mechanical services include:
• Installation of Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) Equipment
• Custom Sheet Metal Fabrication and Installation
• Indoor Air Quality Systems
• Plan Service and Preventive Maintenance of Mechanical Systems
• Temperature Controls
• Mechanical System Design
• Geothermal Heat Pumps
• Solar Panels
• Installation Estimates

Rapid City Location
5700 S Hwy 79 Unit E3
Rapid City, SD 57702
(605) 341-7618

http://precisionmechsd.com
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Spearfish Location
333 S Heritage Dr
Spearfish, SD 57783
(605) 642-2335

Business Hours
•
•

Phones answered 24 hours
Emergency service available

Laura A. Wiedewitsch Trucking, LLC

For information, please contact Laura Wiedewitch at 605-490-5644 or wied28@yahoo.com.
Visit us on Facebook.

Vale Location

19500 SD Highway 79
PO Box 106
Vale, South Dakota 57788

Midwest Erosion Control & Seeding, LLC

For information, please contact Jessica Zeck at (605) 520-1706 or midwesterosion@yahoo.com.

Aberdeen Location
225 Brown County 19 S
Aberdeen, SD 57401
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Bid Letting
October 3 Bid Lettings
1. NH 0212(173)397 (PCN 04E9) - Deuel (SWPPP = 3.40 AC); Mill & PCCP Overlay, Pipe Work, Replace
Structure (RCBC) & Approach Grading; US212 from west of the south junction of SD15, to the Minn State
Line
2. NH 0012(184)80, NH 0073(69)229 (PCN 04DV, 04DW) - Corson, Perkins; Cold Milling Asphalt Concrete,
Full Depth Reclamation, & Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing; US12 from the ND State Line east to the Perkins/
Corson County Line; & SD73 from the Grand River, north to US12
3. P 0026(03)250, P 0020(130)295 (PCN 04FK, 03TW) - Faulk, Hand, Spink (SWPPP = 8.10 AC); Structure
Replacement (106’ Prestressed Girder), Scour Protection & Column Repair; SD26, 2.8 miles west of SD45
over Shaefer Creek, and SD20, 0.8 miles south of SD45N over a creek & 3.3 miles east of the Faulk Co Line
over Snake Creek
4. P 0044(183)119, 044-391, 044-392, 240-391, 377-391 (PCN 03T0, I52T, I52U, I52W, I52V) - Jackson,
Mellette, Pennington; Cold Milling Asphalt Concrete, Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing, & Contractor Furnished
Asphalt Concrete; SD44 from SD377 at Interior to west of Wanblee
5. P 0011(106)09, P 0050(124)423 (PCN 04EU, 05UF) - Union; Cold Milling Asphalt Concrete & Asphalt
Concrete Resurfacing; SD11 from Elk Point to SD50, & SD 50 from SD11 to the Iowa State Line
6. PH 8058(21) (PCN 05LT) - Spink; Signing & Delineation; Various County, City, & Township Roads in Spink
County
October 17 Bid Lettings
7. P 0258(00)277 (PCN 05DF) - Aurora (SWPPP = 0.10 AC); RCBC Rehabilitation; SD258, 0.3 miles north of I90
in Plankinton over Snow Creek
8. IM-FP 0299(71)239 (PCN 04D6) - Roberts (SWPPP = 48.00 AC); PCC Overlay, PCC Surfacing, Polymer Chip
Seal, Approach Slabs, AC Resurfacing, & Permanent Signing; I29 SBL, from south of Exit 242 to south of the
ND State Line
9. P 0037(140)140, P 0037(132)157 (PCN 04FH, 03TX) - Beadle, Spink (SWPPP = 16.60 AC); Structure (290’-6
1/2” Prestressed Girder Bridge) and Approach Grading; SD37, 4.9 miles south of SD28 over the James River
10. P 0013(25) (PCN 041C) - Buffalo, Clark, Spink; Culvert Repair; Various Locations in the Huron Area
11. NH-P 0041(161) (PCN 06FH) - Lawrence (SWPPP = 0.30 AC); Culvert Replacements; Various Locations
Throughout the Rapid City Area
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12. P 0044(192)254, 018 WF-251, 053-392, 183-392 (PCN 03RX, I5DG, I5DK, I5DL) - Gregory, Tripp (SWPPP =
58.80 AC); Full Depth Reclaimation, Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing (79K Ton), Pipe Work; SD44 from Winner
to SD47
13. P 0065(17)193 (PCN 04ER) - Corson, Dewey (SWPPP = 2.00 AC); Cold Milling Asphalt Concrete, Asphalt
Concrete Resurfacing, and Culverts; SD65 from SD20 E Jct (Isabel) to the Grand River
14. P 0013(42)115, P 0324(05)357 (PCN 04EV, 04F7) - Brookings, Moody (SWPPP = 3.27 AC); Cold Milling
Asphalt Concrete & Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing; SD13 from 7 miles north of Flandreau, north 6 miles; &
SD324 from I29 to SD13
15. PH 8058(19) (PCN 02UF) - Spink; Signing & Delineation; Various County, City, & Township Roads in Spink
County from the N County Line, S to 0.5 mi. S of 172 St.

Nov 7

Nov 21

Dec 5

September 19th Low Bidders Results
1. IM 0905(105)247 - Lyman: Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing, Heave Repair, Replace Approach Slabs and Bridge
Rail, Edge Drains, Polymer Chip Seal; Location: I90 from east of SD47 to Exit 260 at Oacoma | DUININCK,
INC (Engineer’s Estimate: $11,224,352.15)
2. BRF 6471(02) - Brule: Structure Rehabilitation (Polymer Chip Seal); Location: Structure 0.2 miles north of
Pukwana, on 350th Ave, over American Creek | BX CIVIL & CONSTRUCTION, INC. (Engineer’s Estimate:
$172,288.85)
3. PH 0010(105) - Brown, Codington: Durable Pavement Marking; Location: Various locations on the State
System in the Aberdeen Region | Dakota Traffic Services, LLC (Engineer’s Estimate: $422,169.75)
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Invitation to Bid
Invitation to Bid #1 - Project Location: Yankton, SD
Sealed COMBINED bids will be received by the State Engineer on behalf of the South Dakota Department of
Social Services at the Office of the State Engineer, Joe Foss Building, 523 East Capitol Ave, Pierre, South Dakota
57501-3182 until September 27, 2018 at 2:00 PM CT for the MCN Boiler Burner, Human Services Center, Yankton, SD, OSE# HI318--02X/SWMR.
Combined Bids will be received for the replacement of four boiler burners in the Kyle boiler room. Bidders
please note: There will be an optional prebid meeting on September 18, 2018 at I 0:00 AM CT in the Industrial
Building Conference Room at the Human Services Center. If there are questions concerning the site, contact
Todd Quatier (605) 668-3695 or Todd.Ouatier@state.sd.us. The bidder is responsible for knowing the site conditions prior to submitting bids.
Copies of the Plans and Specifications, as well as general project info, may be obtained by bidders at the office
of West Plains Engineering, 4609 S Techlink Circle, Sioux Falls, SD 57106 Attn: Darrin Tille, Ph:(605) 362-3753 or
Darrin.Tille@westplainsengineering.com. Copies are also on file for viewing purposes at the Office of the State
Engineer Attn: Brent Morford, Ph: (605) 773-7052. Anyone requesting, reviewing, or copying Plans and Specifications for this project (such individual is hereinafter referred to as “bidder”) agrees that they are doing so for
the sole purpose of submitting a bid on the project.
Invitation to Bid #2 - Project Location: Yankton, SD
Sealed COMBINED bids will be received by the State Engineer on behalf of the South Dakota Department of
Social Services at the Office of the State Engineer, Joe Foss Building, 523 East Capitol Ave, Pierre, South Dakota
57501-3182 until September 27, 2018 at 3:00 PM CT for the MCN Modular Building Controller Replacement,
Human Services Center, Yankton, SD, OSE# H 13 I 8--05X/SWMR.
Combined Bids will be received to replace the modular building controllers in the MCN mechanical rooms and
upgrade the building automation system to the newest software version.
Bidders please note: There will be an optional pre bid meeting on September 18, 20 I 8 at 11 :00 AM CT in the
Industrial Building Conference Room at the Human Services Center. If there are questions concerning the site,
contact Todd Quatier at (605) 668-3695 or Todd.Ouatier@state.sd.us. The bidder is responsible for knowing
the site conditions prior to submitting bids.
Copies of the Plans and Specifications, as well as general project info, may be obtained by bidders at the office
of West Plains Engineering, 4609 S Techlink Circle, Sioux Falls, SD 57106 Attn: Darrin Tille, Ph:(605) 362- 3753
or Darrin.Tille@westplainsengineering.com. Copies are also on file for viewing purposes at the Office of the
State Engineer Attn: Brent Morford, Ph: ( 605) 773-7052. Anyone requesting, reviewing, or copying Plans and
Specifications for this project (such individual is hereinafter referred to as “bidder”) agrees that they are doing
so for the sole purpose of submitting a bid on the project.
Invitation to Bid #3 - Project Location: Brookings, SD
Sealed COMBINED bids will be received by the State Engineer on behalf of the South Dakota Board of Regents
at the Office of the State Engineer, Joe Foss Building, 523 East Capitol Ave, Pierre, South Dakota 57501- 3182
until October 2, 2018 at 2:00 PM CT for the American Indian Student Center at South Dakota State University,
Brookings, SD, OSE# R0318--01X.
The new American Indian Student Center (AISC) building will enhance the academic services provided to AmerPg. 10 | DBE Newsletter - September 2018

ican Indian students and provide contemporary multi-purpose academic collaboration space to the greater
campus community. The anticipated building size is approximately 12,993 gross square feet divided over three
floors. The new facility will be located on the southern part of the existing Rotunda Green space, near Campanile Ave, north of Harding Hall and east of Abbott Hall. The existing site will be landscaped with native grass
seed and planting beds. Outdoor gathering spaces will be created on the south side of the building and a new
small parking lot will be created on the southeast corner of the site. Connections will be made to existing campus utilities, including chilled water and steam.
Bidders please note: An on-site pre bid meeting will be held on September 19, 2018 at 11 :00AM, SDSU Facility and Services Large Conference Room. Contact Jonathan Meendering, jonathan.meenderinq@sdstate.edu
P: 605.688.4975 for campus information. Attendance is not mandatory, but it is the only time for bidders to
review the site. Bidders are responsible for knowing the site conditions prior to submitting bids. The submission of a bid is conclusive evidence that the bidder is satisfied as to the conditions to be encountered and the
requirements of the bid, the Plans and Specifications, and the other Contract Documents.
Copies of the Plans and Specifications, as well as general project info, may be obtained by bidders at the office
of TSP Inc., 1112 N West Ave, Sioux Falls, SD 57104. Technical questions can be directed to Tim Jensen, jensentt@teamtsp.com P: 605.336.1160. Copies are also on file for viewing purposes at the Office of the State
Engineer and at Facilities and Services on the Campus of South Dakota State University. Anyone requesting,
reviewing, or copying Plans and Specifications for this project (such individual is hereinafter referred to as “bidder”) agrees that they are doing so for the sole purpose of submitting a bid on the project.
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Featured Article
Where to Focus--and not Focus--Your Attention to Work Smarter
and Grow Bigger
By George Hedley

I recently returned from a trip, throughout which I coached clients from four different construction companies.
The owners of these companies come from different backgrounds, have different goals for their businesses,
employ teams with varying roles and personalities and entertain projects of different sizes. However, during our
conversations together, we found there to be one common denominator: They are all busy, but they are all not
earning profits at the pace they could be.
What’s Not Working?
These business owners have increased their personal workloads, maintaining more of the day-to-day operations
than they should. They have stretched most of their managers and staff beyond their abilities to proactively head
up projects and effectively manage field productivity to maximize their profit potential.
Additionally, the company owners take on too much of the workload themselves, including performing estimating
and takeoffs, supervising, scheduling crews, ordering materials, managing projects, and even preparing the
monthly progress payment invoices in their spare time.
One of these clients was so busy that he had a stack of subcontractor bills on his desk he hadn’t had time to
approve, thus causing subs to not show up when needed.
Another company was estimating their labor costs and then adding 30 percent in additional dollars to cover for
their inability to go back and check how many labor hours it was actually taking to complete the work.
Many also had repeat customers who wanted them to build projects, but they couldn’t find the time to meet
with the customers or provide proposals.
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Don’t Lose Focus
Another common problem among the group was that these company owners were not focused on the big
picture. Having their own schedules bogged down with small, trivial tasks—instead of managing their companies’
bottom lines—forced these owners to lose focus on the future. Constantly handling the minutiae of bookkeeping
or correcting change orders ( as a project manager should) easily steals critical hours from the workday.
Being too busy costs owners the time, entrepreneurial drive and focus they need to create opportunities for
growth and generate the chance to increase profits, cutting their valued leadership in half. Any time this is the
case, the business and its teams fall short of reaching their full potential.
Focus on The End Result
Being the owner of a construction business is not about keeping busy, regulating the books and spending, hiring
a scarce team of a few people, providing for your family, paying taxes, or any number of other daily concerns
facing the business. As the owner of a construction business, you agree to deliver what the customer wants.
I’ve never met a business owner whose goals are to work more hours, worry about more details, make more
decisions or fight for more cash.
Most owners want to build a business that delivers substantial results, including best-in-class profits, strong
business equity and high-margin revenues, because these results deliver the freedom and wealth owners desire
before they are too far along in their careers to achieve it. Significant profits and steady growth also allow a
company to:
• Build a strong management team
• Win employee buy-in and build a team mentality
• Develop dependable superintendents and foremen
• Generate accurate estimating without missed items
• Implement weekly field job-cost tracking scorecards
• Eliminate profit fade
• Attain on-budget labor production
• Stick to project schedules
• Procure quality workmanship
• Manage change orders proactively
• Reach a safety experience modification rate below 100
• Obtain high-margin, loyal customers
• Make investments that provide passive monthly income
No business owner gets rich handling the little things that don’t deliver big results. Spending your time focused
on the following will allow your company to achieve the results you want:
• Winning the work instead of actually doing the work
• Finding reliable employees instead of coping with underachievers
• Meeting with potential customers instead of negotiating with suppliers
• Implementing an accurate job-cost system instead of scheduling crews
• Coaching emerging leaders instead of managing everyone yourself
When you’re focused on tying up all the small tasks, the big-picture items fall to the wayside. Overworked
business owners tend to do too much themselves, as they often don’t trust others with big decisions.
Wealthy business owners who focus on the top priorities have a team of accountable managers dedicated to
winning the right work, operating the business profitably and providing excellent financial management, which
delivers results and allows them to enjoy their success.
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Prioritize Carefully
During our strategic coaching session, the aforementioned four companies identified over 100 company aspects
they would like to improve or eliminate during the next 12 months. Next, they prioritized the most important
items that would make the biggest impacts on company results. These items then became goals for the upcoming
year. Finally, we determined which three items would be their top priorities. Almost always, the same priorities
appear at the tops of these lists, such as:
• Increase net profits to reach best-in-class level
• Develop a strong management team
• Eliminate profit margin fade from bid to final job cost
• Develop a job-cost tracking system to ensure accurate
labor production rates
• Generate accurate estimates without missed items
• Develop accurate and timely accounting and financial
reporting systems
• Chart organizational structure with a chain of
command, levels of authority and written job
descriptions
• Fill empty positions with reliable employees
• Develop a proactive marketing and sales strategy
• Start a wealth-building investment program
If you have more than three top priorities, then you have too
many. Companies that focus on a few priorities improve their
bottom lines quickly and achieve results. These priorities can
make or break your business. Select your top three, and start
developing and implementing action plans to make them a
reality.
About the Author
GEORGE HEDLEY, CSP, CPBC, is a professional construction BIZCOACH and industry speaker. He helps contractors
build management teams and get their businesses to work for them. He is the best-selling author of “Get Your
Construction Business To Always Make A Profit!,” available on amazon.com. Email George at
gh@hardhatpresentations.com to sign up for his free e-newsletter, start a BIZCOACH program, attend a 2-day
BIZ-BUILDER Boot Camp or get a discount at hardhatbizschool.com online university for contractors. Visit
hardhatpresentations.com for more information.
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Primes Seeking DBEs

Regional Lettings

Aberdeen Region
Simon Contractors
Simon Contractors of South Dakota Inc. will be bidding as a prime
contractor on SD DOT 10-03-2018 Letting:
Item #4: Cold Milling Asphalt Concrete, Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing &
Contractor Furnished Asphalt Concrete; P 0044(183)119, 044-391 PCN
03T0, I52T, I52U, I52W, I52V
We would like to receive a quote from all interested DBE Firms certified
with the State of South Dakota on the following contract items:
• Construction Staking
• Hauling
• Erosion Control
• Grinding & Rumble Strips
• Pavement Marking
• Cold Milling
• Guard Rail
• Mail Boxes
• Traffic Control
If you have any questions about this project, please contact Adam Bauer
at 605-394-3300.
A current Certificate of Insurance with (a) Public Liability Insurance, (b)
Property Damage Insurance, and (c) Workmen’s Compensation coverage
per Specifications will be required. Simon is an EEO Employer.

10/2/2018
Project: 025-151; PC# i5c1; Marshall County; Replace pipe along
SD25 at 448th Ave.

Mitchell Region
10/9/2018
Project: P TAPU(17); PC# 05MV;
Along West Avenue from 7th
Street to Main Street in Crooks Minnehaha County; Shared Use
Path - Crooks (SF Area)
9/13/2018
Project: 410B349; PC# I5ER; I29
Exit 26 Homestead Rest Area Union County; Sewage Lagoon
Improvement (Yan Area)

Please submit your quotes by email to Adam Bauer at abauer@
simonteam.com or fax your response to 605-341-3446.

Pierre Region
9/13/2018
Project: P TAPR(17); PC# 05CJ;
Lyman County - City of Presho;
Concrete Sidewalk (Winner Area)
8/16/2018
Project: 034-351; PC# i4XT;
Hughes County; Inslope Drop-Off
Repair along SD34
Volume 21 Issue 16
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Rapid City Region
10/11/18
Project: 090E-451; PC# i5ev;
Northern Hills Rest Area; Northern Hills Rest Area Sidewalk and
PCCP Repair
08/30/18
Project: 016WB-452; PC# i5ea;
Hwy 16WB near Hwy 16 intersection; PCC Pavement Grinding on
Hwy 16WB near Hwy 16 intersection
For more information on
Regional Lettings please visit the
SDDOT website.
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R.C.S. CONSTRUCTION, INC.
R.C.S. CONSTRUCTION, INC. requests bids from qualified Disadvantaged
Business Enterprises (DBE), Minority Business Enterprises (MBE), and
Woman Business Enterprises (WBE), as well as all other subcontractors
and suppliers for various items of materials/construction for the Wall
Well House Project, Wall, SD, to be let September 26, 2018 2:00 PM MDT.
Please send, email or call bids to R.C.S. Construction, Inc., P.O. Box 9337,
Rapid City, SD 57709, Phone (605) 342-3787, Fax (605) 348-4041 or Email
bobscull@rcsconst.com.
R.C.S. Construction, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Copies of the
Plans and Specifications and other Bidding and Contract Documents may
be obtained from Advanced Engineering and Environmental Services, Inc.
(AE2S), Rapid City, SD, and they may also be obtained at the Construction
Industry Center – (605) 343-5252
www.constructionindustrycenter.com
cic@constructionindustrycenter.com

